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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

RE: BARRY SOETORO’S (AKA BHO)
“Deceptive practices”
April 02, 2016 – The American Resistance Party is reprinting the following email
from Patriot Robert Quinn. Mr. Quinn writes the following regarding the deceptive
practices of the illegal alien named Barry Soetoro (aka BHO):
From: Robert Quinn
Sent: Saturday, April 02, 2016 8:43 PM
Subject: Fw: Presidential Eligibility Requirements-Part 2
Previously, I wrote that Kapiolani Medical Center in Hawaii, which Barack
Obama (Soetoro) claimed was his birth hospital, has no record of his birth
there. Also, the Governor of Hawaii, Neil Abercrombie, personally went to that
hospital, believing he would easily obtain a copy of Obama 's (Soetoro) original
birth certificate but came home empty-handed which he publically admitted.
The only person left who Obama (Soetoro) now uses to confirm his Hawaiian
birth is himself! That is why he did not respond to Army Lt. Colonel Terrence
Lakin's two letters to him, which simply asked for proof of his Presidential
eligibility since more and more people were challenging his legitimacy. Obama
's (Soetoro) silence caused the Colonel to suffer through a disgraceful Army trial
at which he was forbidden to introduce evidence which might embarrass
Obama! (Soetoro) So much for truth and fairness. Is there any wonder the
Colonel received a dishonorable discharge? Eighteen years of faithful service to
our Country wiped out by a mock trial, or should I say "by a mock president"?
Obama, (Soetoro) rather than admit that he did not have a valid birth
certificate (namely a "Certificate of Live Birth") used what he knew to be an
ineligible and fraudulent "Certification of Live Birth" for two years whenever
challenged. In so doing, he saved his career at the cost of Colonel Lakin's and
he introduced chaos into America.
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Globe Magazine offered Obama (Soetoro) $100,000 to help minority students
who desperately sought financial school aid, a justified issue which Obama
(Soetoro) repeatedly had boasted of as dear to his heart. All Globe needed was
that he produced a valid Hawaiian "Certificate of Live Birth"", examined by
experts for verification of his legitimacy. Imagine....$100,000 for simply
confirming his presidential eligibility. A simple request yet Obama (Soetoro)
ignored their offer, and, in so doing, dashed the student’s hopes, just as he had
ignored Colonel's request for the same proof.
Then, along came an offer from Donald Trump - yes, that Donald Trump, of
five million dollars ($5,000,000) which could help the students, with the same
stipulation-simply produce a valid birth certificate. Sadly, Mr. Trump received
the same response which the others had received....NONE.
A second offer from Mr. Trump went to Obama, (Soetoro) this time in the
amount of (hold on!) fifty million dollars ($50,000,000), with the same condition:
produce a valid Certificate of Live Birth (confirmed as legitimate by
experts); we are talking about fifty million dollars for a document which would
help unite our Country and benefit our struggling students. Again, Obama
(Soetoro) didn't even respond to Mr. Trump's offer. Incidentally, I guess the
Major Media's ink supply ran dry before they could print Mr. Trump's fantastic
offer since I didn't see the article in the papers or on TV; Oh well, it was only
$50,000.000. I do believe, however, had the students nationwide became
aware of this offer they might have stormed the White House and demanded
that Obama (Soetoro) strongly reconsider the wisdom of his silence. After all,
what could he lose by accepting such a fabulous gift so dear to his heart? The
answer....EVERYTHING, from the White House to his personal freedom!
Remember, his side of the deal was to provide a valid, verified document which
he obviously didn't have. For lack of this document his kingdom would have
been lost. His train of lies had run out of fuel. How ironic: of all Obama 's
(Soetoro) deceptive practices the one which saved him up to this time was
SILENCE....his.
To be continued......................................robertquinn@earthlink.net
bcc: The Entire Supreme Court
bcc: All on my e-mail list. All receiving a copy of this letter are free to forward it
on.
The American Resistance Party stands with Mr. Quinn’s accusations that Mr. Soetoro
(aka BHO) has performed nothing but “deceptive practices” over the last seven years.
The Marxist-thug-Soetoro who currently resides in the White House and who recently
danced the Castro-jig in Cuba has proven that he is no friend to our US Constitution.
###
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